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We show that the two- hannel Anderson latti e model develops un onventional super ondu tivity out of a metalli non-Fermi liquid phase. It is
hara terized by a omposite order parameter omprising of a lo al spin or
orbital degree of freedom bound to triplet Cooper pairs with an isotropi
and a nearest neighbor form fa tor. The gap fun tion is non analyti and
odd in frequen y, and a pseudo-gap develops in the ondu tion ele tron
density of states whi h vanishes as j! j lose to ! = 0.
PACS numbers: 75.20.Hr, 75.30.Mb, 71.27.+a
1. Introdu tion

Heavy Fermion [1℄ (HF) Super ondu tivity (SC) has drawn mu h attention sin e the dis overy of super ondu tivity in CeCu2 Si2 [2℄ whi h is likely
hara terized by an anisotropi order parameter with symmetry yet to be
determined. It be ame apparent over the last de ade that almost all HF
materials are unstable with respe t to magneti or super ondu ting phase
transitions, whi h either ompete with ea h other or an even oexist as
found in uranium based materials. Moreover, super ondu tivity in UBe13
develops out of a in oherent metalli phase with a high resistan e at T of
 100 m. The two- hannel Anderson latti e model,
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is believed to serve as a possible des riptions of the ele troni properties of
UBe13 or Pr3+ ompounds with ubi symmetry. "~k is the band dispersion of
the two ondu tion bands
oupling to the lo alized doublets via hybridiza(i)
tion V . X ; are the usual Hubbard operators des ribing lo al f -states at
ea h latti e side i. One doublet is asso iated with a quadrupolar harge
distribution (X ; ) and one arried a spin (X; ). Its paramagneti phase
is hara terized by a large residual resistivity and entropy, and ill dened
ele troni quasi-parti les. Fermi liquid physi s is restored by ooperative
ordering or applied magneti eld [3℄.
2. Composite order parameter

It was observed that the lo al two-parti leparti le irredu ible vertex
has a 1=! singularity and is odd with respe t to the in oming and outgoing
frequen ies [4℄. This is related to the fa t that orrelations are indu ed
through onse utive hybridization pro esses on the f -shell due to the strong
on-site Coulomb repulsion. Therefore, odd-frequen y super ondu tivity [5℄
is favored in this model. Assuming an order-parameter with 1 symmetry,
the order-parameter must have Spin singlet, Channel single (SsCs) symmetry
or Spin triplet, Channel triplet (StCt) symmetry. Only for the latter ase,
a stable solution was found. The order-parameter in the StCt se tor
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orrelates a lo al f -spin (quadrupolar moment) si (i )  i; j = x; y; z 
omponent with a itinerate Cooper pair P~ s;t (P~ t;s ) in the SsCt (StCs) se tor
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The form fa tor S (~k ) transforms as 1 , and ~ (~k ) is a bi-spinor in spin and
hannel spa e. Oi;j is invariant with respe t to ex hanging the orbital and
the magneti doublet j i and j i and a simultaneous parti lehole transformation of the ondu tion ele trons. Hen e, the o urren e of super ondu tivity is independent of the hara ter of the lo al ground state of the
lo al ion. We investigate the super ondu ting phase within the Dynami al
Mean Field Theory (DMFT) by self- onsistently al ulating the anomalous
self-energy under the presents of a Cooper-pair eld.
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3. DMFT in the super ondu tion phase

The NambuGreen fun tion is an 8  8 matrix in spin and orbital spa e.
Assuming no dire tional oupling between spin and orbital degrees of freedom, the anomalous
4  4 self-energy matrix may be written as


g(z; ~k )  2  2 n~s~n~ ~ where n~s and n~ are onstant unity ve tors in spin
and hannel spa e, and the amplitude fun tion g (z; ~k ) has to be odd in frequen y. This redu es the full problem to a standard 2  2 size for g (z; ~k )
and the diagonal self-energy  . In order to derive DMFT equations with
a purely lo al self-energy matrix  (z ), the anomalous self-energy is re-

~ (z ) denotes the medium
stri ted to isotropi pairs, e.g. g (z; ~k ) = g (z ). G
matrix in whi h the ee tive impurity is embedded. It is related to a gen~ (z )  and has
eralized Anderson width matrix through (z ) = V 2  2 G
2
normal and anomalous omponents des ribing quasi-parti le propagation
and pair- reation and annihilation, respe tively. The band ele tron self-

h
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~
energy  (z ) = T 1 + GT
is determined by the lo al T -matrix T whose
diagonal elements are given by the lo al quasi-parti le s attering matri es
T 11 (z ) = V 2 Gf (z ), and its anomalous ontribution stems from Cooper pairs
s attered on the lo al shells.
As an impurity solver for ee tive site problem of the DMFT, the NCA [6℄
was extended to the super ondu ting phase. The additional terms  (z )
to the self- onsisten y equation for the lo al ioni propagators are generated
by the anomalous media in the SC phase.
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iÆ)= is the spe tral fun tion of the anoma12
lous media. The anomalous lo al T -matrix is also obtained by the same
additional diagram of the generating fun tional and reads
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where Zf is the partition fun tion of the ee tive site, and the ontour C
en ir les all singularities of the integral kernel. These oupled double integral
equations are numeri ally solved using similar te hniques as developed for
the Post-NCA equations [7℄.
We al ulated the self- onsistent DMFT solution of the spe tral fun tions
lose to T whi h are displayed in Fig. 1. The linear frequen y dependen y of
the quasi-parti le and anomalous Green fun tion very lose to ! = 0, similar
to d-wave super ondu tivity, is learly visible. The opening of a pseudo-gap
indi ates a de rease of the energy in the super ondu ting phase, and, hen e,
its thermodynami al stability. Details of the lling dependen e and the
phase diagram are beyond the s ope of this paper and will be published
elsewhere [4℄.
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Fig. 1. Spe tral fun tions of the quasi-parti le and the anomalous Green fun tion in
DMFT (NCA) in the super ondu ting phase for 1 T=T  1 in the vi inity of
!  = 0. The dotted
urve shows a t with a  j! j, Parameters are (") =
exp( [("
)=W ℄2)=(pW ) ondu tion band DOS, band width W = 10,
E E = 2,  = V 2(),
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